
Glucose is the monomer for these biomolecules which are used for quick
energy
Answer: carbohydrates

Explanation:

24 is what percent of 40?
Show work please! Thanks
When a ball rolls down a hill what energy conversion occurs
If a number is added to itself and the sum is multiplied by 2 the product is 4
Why does fluorine have a higher ionization energy than iodine?.
Using the results of the Arrhenius analysis (Ea=93.1kJ/molEa=93.1kJ/mol and A=4.36×1011M?s?1A=4.36×1011M?s?1), predict the rate constant at 332 KK .
Express the rate constant in liters per mole-second to three significant figures.
What is the lightest element on the periodic table?
Which of these is NOT a criticism of the concentric zone model?
Which characters in The Tragedy of Julius Caesar fit the Tragic Hero archetype? A) Brutus and Cassius
B) Julius Caesar and Brutus
C) Caesar and Mark Antony
D) Lepidus and Mark Antony
Meyer plans to obtain quick money through gambling, but he realizes that he might get arrested by the police. This prevents him from going ahead with his
gambling plan. According to Freud's psychoanalytic theory, which of the following structures most likely stopped Meyer from going ahead with his plan?(A)
Id(B) Ego(C) Animus(D) Superego
Find the value of x. With the numbers 18 and 2x-5
Sandra Day O'Connor describes each incident in great detail using sensory language. What effect does this have?
Convert 4/15 to a percent
A fundraising dinner is being held. One person buys 8 childrens tickets and 1 adult ticket and pays $16.50. Another person buys 6 childrens tickets and 1 adult
ticket and pays $14.00. How much are childrens tickets and adults tickets? A.Children's tickets=$6.50; Adult's tickets=$1.50
B.Children's tickets=$1.25; Adult's tickets=$15.25
C.Children's tickets=$1.25; Adult's tickets=$6.50
D.Not enough information is provided.



PLZ ANSWER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, WILL GIVE BRAINLIEST!!!!!!!
7. length of a soccer field
is it meters or kilometers
?
What is the percent of 47.382
Compare the easygoing corruption of the Harding administration with the straight-laced uprightness of his successor Coolidge.
Use the properties of geometric series to find the sum of the series. for what values of the variable does the series converge to this sum?
5+(?10)z+20z2+(?40)z3+?
From “getting into the fossil record” what are Teo examples of trace fossils?
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